Shocking Sound International Rubric
Requirement

Pts

1. Title must be merged & centered over ALL columns

15

2. Colors must be appropriate

5

3. Colors must be opposite on title and headings (light fill/dark writing; dark fill/light writing)

5

4. All currency must be in $ format

5

5. ALL totals, Average, Minimum, Maximum, % Costs, % Net Sales MUST use a formula. EACH
one that does not loses 20 pts. for a maximum of 60 pts.

60

6. Totals should be in the darker of your 2 colors

5

7. Totals at the bottom (but not on the right side) must be italicized

5

8. The word Total at the bottom should be right aligned

5

9. Above the totals at the bottom there should be a single line

5

10. Below the totals at the bottom there should be a double underline

5

11. All % columns must be centered

5

12. The pie and column charts MUST be on a separate page as a full page (no copying/pasting)

10

13. The charts must have a title that tells exactly what is being charted

10

14. The pie chart must have data labels showing the % and the category centered AND large
enough to read

10

15. Each pie piece on the chart needs to be a different color, one that goes with your color
scheme

5

16. The X and Y axis on the column chart should have the appropriate labels (NOT 1, 2, 3, etc.)

40

17. Your name & pd should be on each page

5

18. The printed worksheet must be centered horizontally on the page and set to fit to 1 page
wide by 1 page tall

10

19. You must print the worksheet, the pie graph, column graph AND the formula sheet. They
must be stapled in that order.

10

Total Pts
EVERY spelling and capitalization error is -10 from the total above. NO EXCEPTIONS!!!

220

